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Marketing Bingo can be used to identify a new set of tac-

underwriting or sponsoring industry events. This tactic clearly

tics. Ideally, the freelance’s marketing strategy would include

involves an expense, but it is also a relatively benign way of

enough tactics to achieve Marketing Bingo (ie, five across,

“getting one’s name out”—as long as you make sure you are

down, or diagonal). At the very least, Frick recommends that

acknowledged in meeting notes, advertisements, banners, or

freelances engage in a minimum of five marketing tactics at

publications. Finally, the last entry in column five (most active)

any given time.

provides the tactic of getting awards and other recognition for

In her discussion of tactics, Frick included at least one

one’s work. Frick recommends that freelances submit their

from each column that is less common among freelances.

work for awards and then publicize the award everywhere,

From column one (most passive), Frick noted the importance

including on the business’s website, press releases, newsletters,

of promotional giveaways such as pens, Post-it pads, letter

and other business or professional society websites. This last

openers, or her own bendable rulers and “doctor kits,” which

tactic definitely takes active marketing, but it could prove to be

contain handy first-aid supplies. All of these giveaways should

highly successful; it also is a great way to bolster confidence.

be branded with the freelance’s company logo and tagline.

Overall, Frick views marketing as an experiment in which

(For the record, Frick’s brand and tagline are “The Text Doctor,

you keep trying new tactics (or hypotheses), keep the ones that

More than a bandage for your ailing text.2) From column two,

work (at least for the time), ditch the ones that don’t work, and

Frick includes signage, and accordingly, her license plate reads

add new ones for future evaluation. To quote Samuel Beckett:

“TEXT DR.” Other options include press releases and adver-

“Try again. Fail again. Fail better.”3

tisements in local newspapers, business reviews, and medical
journals. The third column includes cold calls. Frick provided
examples of hefty profits from cold calls she has made, some
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made years before signing a contract. Perhaps most enter-
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taining was an anecdote about her grandson. She recalls his
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the introverted freelance. Column four includes the tactic of

CREATE VISIBILITY AND INFLUENCE TO
FAST TRACK YOUR CAREER
Speaker
John West Hadley
Principal, John Hadley Associates, LLC, Somerville, NJ
By Kelly Schrank, MA, ELS

T

he first session of the 2013 AMWA Annual Conference
was an intensive seminar with career search coach John
West Hadley. A former actuary, Hadley uses a systematic approach to improve how professionals present themselves
to others. He presented recommendations that challenged the
attendees, and a structured process to help show attendees how
to apply them.
Attendees first assessed their current visibility (Box 1).
Hadley noted that an honest self-assessment reveals how we
project ourselves to others, whether professionals in our net-
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works understand our career goals, and if they know how to
help us achieve these aims.
Hadley believes that professionals should market themselves via “a unique value proposition” that effectively represents
their passions and skills and answers the following questions
(depending on the audience):
• Current employer: Why are we paying your salary?
• Potential employer: Why should I pay your salary?
• Potential client: Why should I buy your services?
To develop your unique value proposition, Hadley said,
you must consider the following items in the following order:
• Your passions
• Your skills (those you have and those you can acquire)
• Your life goals
Hadley explained that many people start in the opposite
order: They first think about what type of life-style they want, then
find a job that provides it and requires skills they already have.

Box 1. Assessment of Current Visibility

Self-assessment
Score yourself from 1 to 10 for each item.
A. I’m fully engaged in my current job.
B. I have a clear picture for the next step I want in my
career.
C. I have a unique value proposition that I can communicate clearly and concisely.
D. I have a large network of contacts inside and outside
my current employment setting.
E. My entire network understands my unique value
proposition and my desired next step.

Evaluate Your Self-assessment
• Low rating: 1-4
� Ask: How is this item holding me back?
• Medium rating: 5-7
� Ask: Should this be more of a priority?
• High rating: 8-10
� Ask: How can I take advantage of my success in this
area? Am I as good as I think, and who can I ask for
honest feedback on my self-assessment?
•   For job seekers: What does this assessment show
about why you are now looking or why your job search
is taking so long?

save money on taxes,” or “I help business owners who are frustrated that they pay too much in taxes.”
Hadley said the second approach is stronger because you
are speaking to a challenge, which better engages clients and
employers in conversations. “Every sale is based on emotion
and justified by logic,” he added. Therefore, it is usually not
enough to show you are qualified for a position. To earn an
opportunity, you must engage with clients and employers by
offering a solution to their challenges.
In the course of your job, you make problems disappear through skill, hard work, specialized knowledge, or luck,
Hadley said. To market this ability, you must describe problems and make them visible to others. Even if you think solving
problems is easy, consider that it may only be easy for you, he
noted. He suggested soliciting feedback from former bosses or
clients, who often perceive your unique value more clearly.
Employers and clients value professionals who link their
work with company results, Hadley said. He recommended
developing one-liners about problems you solved (or made
disappear) and using them when needed. Choose stories that
are interesting, highlight the strongest results, and illustrate
solutions to the most difficult challenges, he suggested. Most
important, choose stories about work you want to keep doing.
Hadley also suggested creating a grid of stories that highlight diverse skills, such as leadership, negotiating, editing,
writing, and project management. Developing and internalizing stories from this grid can help professionals to articulate
their value more naturally in conversations.
It’s good to have these one-liners and a marketing headline for ordinary conversations with coworkers or people you
meet at conferences, Hadley said. But it is especially important to know what you want to say during influential conversations, such as job interviews or meetings with potential clients.
Hadley suggests entering these influential conversations with
the goal to “help the other person succeed by producing a solution that best meets their needs.”

The best way to present your unique value proposition
is the marketing headline, Hadley said. But “titles and duties
are totally ineffective” when creating that headline, he added.
When some attendees questioned that concept, he mentioned
that whatever stereotypes the listener has about your job category immediately get attached to you when you present your
title. For example, accountants tend to be thought of as boring,
so starting out by saying you are an accountant makes it difficult for others to move past that stereotype. He believes the
point is to first get people wanting to know more, so if you
leave them wondering, that is a good thing. Your marketing
headline must speak to the other person and what you can do
for him or her on a basic level.
Creating your unique value proposition involves recognizing your current and desired skillset, articulating problems you
have solved, and discussing results you have created, Hadley
Kelly Schrank works from her home near Syracuse, New York, as a
said. You must think hard about what you have contributed in
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the past: What compelling accomplishment can you describe
to make yourself stand out? Examples include a problem you
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solved, an opportunity you created, or a key result that a client
or company would not
Box 2. Tool for Creating Marketing Headline
have achieved without your
unique contribution.
Strategy 1
Hadley encouraged
I
attendees to use this inforwork with/help/guide/assist
target company/employer results/solutions you can provide
mation to create a marketing headline based on two
possible strategies (Box 2).
Strategy 2
For example, he said,
I
someone whose clients are
who struggles with
work with, guide, assist your target company/employer (or is frustrated by)
a challenge / problem you can solve
business owners might say,
“I help business owners
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